
                  
                                               

                     
                                        
                                                 

                                           
                                          
                                                    

          
                                              
                                   
                                             

                        
                                     

                                  
                                                    

              
                                           
                                      
                                             

                                                
                                                 
                        

                                                   
              

                                              
                                        
                                                    

                                       
                                                     

            
                                               
                                           
                                       
                                                    

       
                                   

                                          
       

                                                 
                    

                                     
                                                

                                          
                                            

       
                                                  

                      
                                                

                                    
                                        
                                           

       
                                        
                                               

                                   
                                                  

       
                                                     

            
                                              

       
                                                

                  
                                                   

              
                                                
                                                      

                             
                                                    

              
                                              
                                              
                                    

                                                  
                                              

                                                    
                                              
                                                    
                                             
                                                 
                                             
                                               
                                                 
                                            
                                            
                                              
                                                  
                                               
                                              
                                               
                                              
                                              
                                            
                                               
                                             
                                                   
                                                   
                                                
                                        

                        
                                               
                   
           
            
          

                              
                              
                       
                                          

       

Tunable Quasi–Two-Dimensional
Electron Gases in
Oxide Heterostructures
S. Thiel,1 G. Hammerl,1 A. Schmehl,2 C. W. Schneider,1 J. Mannhart1*

We report on a large electric-field response of quasi–two-dimensional electron gases generated at
interfaces in epitaxial heterostructures grown from insulating oxides. These device structures are
characterized by doping layers that are spatially separated from high-mobility quasi–two-
dimensional electron gases and therefore present an oxide analog to semiconducting high–electron
mobility transistors. By applying a gate voltage, the conductivity of the electron gases can be
modulated through a quantum phase transition from an insulating to a metallic state.

C
omplex oxides show a broad spectrum

of intrinsic functionalities, such as ferro-

electricity, magnetism, superconduc-

tivity, and multiferroic behavior Esee (1)^, which
can be used and combined in electronic devices

that are based on epitaxially grown heterostruc-

tures. Physical properties may arise in such

multilayers that are not found in either of their

constituents. One example, a conducting quasi–

two-dimensional electron gas (q2-DEG) is

formed at the interface between the two insulat-

ing, dielectric perovskites, LaAlO
3
and SrTiO

3

(2, 3). The electrons at this interface are highly

mobile, with values up to 104 cm2 V–1 s–1 (4.2 K)

having been reported (2–5), and were found to

have densities orders of magnitude higher than

the densities of two-dimensional electron gases

induced at interfaces in heterostructures based

on III-V semiconductors. Exploring whether the

q2-DEGs can be applied to fabricate high elec-

tron mobility transistor (HEMT)–type field ef-

fect devices (6), we observed that they can be

tuned by altering on the unit cell level the thick-

ness of the LaAlO
3
sheets. For LaAlO

3
layers

that are up to 3 unit cells (uc) thick, highly in-

sulating interfaces are obtained. In field-effect

transistor configurations that use such interfaces

as drain-source (DS) channels, a phase transition

to the conducting state is readily achieved by

gate fields. Upon change of their carrier densities

with applied electric fields, the q2-DEGs react

with a pronounced memory effect.

Previous work revealed the existence of me-

tallic electron gases at LaTiO
3
-SrTiO

3
(7) and at

LaAlO
3
-SrTiO

3
interfaces (2, 3). Because elec-

tron energy loss measurements of LaTiO
3
-SrTiO

3

interfaces showed that the electron gas is con-

fined within a È2-nm-thick layer (7), the gas is

described to be quasi–two dimensional. Whereas

the LaTiO
3
-SrTiO

3
interface is doped by trans-

fer of electrons from the LaTiO
3
to the SrTiO

3

(7, 8), for the LaAlO
3
-SrTiO

3
interface two dif-

ferent mechanisms have been reported to gen-

erate the gas: In some heterostructures, it was

found (2, 3) that the carriers are induced by the

polarity discontinuity of the TiO
2
-LaOþ stacking
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sequence at the interface, whereas in other sam-

ples, in particular those grown under low oxygen

pressure, growth-induced oxygen vacancies in

the SrTiO
3
were the dominant source of doping

(4, 5). We chose a third approach to dope the

interface. By using the electric-field effect (9, 10),

we reversibly induced the q2-DEG in LaAlO
3
-

SrTiO
3
interfaces, providing the possibility to

tune the carrier density of the q2-DEG without

perturbing the microstructure of the interface.

For field-effect doping, it is desirable to

use interfaces that have a low carrier density

and, in the extreme case, are even insulating. For

LaAlO
3
-SrTiO

3
interfaces, this implies limiting

possible doping by the polarity discontinuity as

well as by oxygen defects. Although doping by

oxygen vacancies is reduced if the SrTiO
3
is well

oxidized, it is preferable to use ultrathin LaAlO
3

layers to avoid possible doping by the polarity

discontinuity, which would dope the interface if

the flow of electrons from the LaAlO
3
into the

interface is energetically favorable and kineti-

cally possible. In the polarity discontinuity mod-

el, the driving mechanism is given by the polar

catastrophe (11), which leads to an electric po-

tential, V, across the LaAlO
3
that diverges with

its thickness, d. The heterostructure can avoid the

divergence of V by introducing interface rough-

ness, by moving electrons into the interface, and

by adding oxygen vacancies (11). Because the

energy needed to activate LaAlO
3
electrons such

that they can move does not depend on d, this

naBve consideration suggests that d may have to

reach a critical value, d
c
, for the interface to

become doped and hence conducting.

To analyze the properties of the electron gas,

we fabricated and measured field effect samples

(Fig. 1) with the techniques described in (12).

To gain information on the strength of doping by

oxygen defects in our samples, we analyzed one

d 0 6 uc sample by cathodoluminescence.

Luminescence was observed with minute intensity

only: Under standard measurement conditions (4),

no indications of oxygen defects were observed.

As the measurements show (Fig. 2A), for the

interfaces to be conducting, d has to reach a

critical thickness, d
c
0 4 uc. All samples with d Q

4 uc were conducting Esheet conductance (s
s
) ,

4 � 10j3 ohmj1 (at 4.2 K) and s
s
, 2 � 10j5

ohmj1 (at 300 K)^; all samples with d G d
c
,

insulating (s
s
G 2 � 10j10 ohmj1 at all temper-

atures T ). The observation of a d
c
of 4 uc is

consistent with the observation that the conduc-

tivity of SrTiO
3
-LaAlO

3
-SrTiO

3
heterostructures

is reduced if their p and n interfaces are spaced

by less than 6 uc (13).

Control measurements were performed on

samples that were patterned to have conducting

interfaces with 5-uc LaAlO
3
layers in the areas in

which the contacts were placed and subcritical,

2-uc- or 3-uc-thick bridges connecting these areas.

These samples are insulating and thereby provide

evidence that the critical-thickness phenomenon

is not simply caused by an effect that is generated

by the contact between the Au and the q2-DEG.

Further reference studies on samples contacted

without Ar ion–etched holes proved that the

conducting layer is not located at the surface of

the LaAlO
3
. The conductivity also does not occur

in bulk SrTiO
3
, as was reported (14) for samples

grown under less oxidizing conditions. To test for

bulk conduction, we removed the surface layer of

a conducting sample by polishing. The remaining

substrate was highly insulating.

According to Hall measurements done on the

conducting samples, their carriers are negatively

charged with mobilities of È1200 cm2 V–1 s–1

and È6 cm2 V–1 s–1 at 4.2 K and 300 K, re-

spectively, and densities n , 1013 cm–2 at all T

(Fig. 2B). These mobilities are high but lower

than the best values reported in literature (2–5),

probably because of the growth conditions used,

which were selected to obtain interfaces with

low carrier density.

Which information does the steplike de-

pendence of the interface conductance on d

provide for the doping mechanisms present in

these samples? The d dependence of the inter-

face conductance can only be accounted for by

doping from growth-induced oxygen defects, if

during sample fabrication oxygen can diffuse

well through 3-uc-thick layers but not through

4-uc-thick ones. For this case, one has to expect

that d Q 4 uc samples can be turned into in-

sulators, too, if the diffusion of oxygen through

their LaAlO
3
layers is enhanced. To test this

prediction, we annealed a d 0 4 uc sample for

7 days at 400-C in 20 bar of O
2
. This oxidation

step did not result in an insulating interface but

reduced the conductance by a factor of 5 (at all

T ). It therefore has to be concluded that the d

dependence of the interface conductance agrees

with the behavior predicted for doping by the

polarity discontinuity, although additional dop-

ing by oxygen vacancies might still be present.

The insulating samples are well suited to gen-

erate and control a q2-DEG by the electric field

effect. Electric fields were induced across the

SrTiO
3
or across the LaAlO

3
by applying gate

voltages, V
G,b
, to backside contacts of the SrTiO

3

or voltages, V
G,f
, to small test contacts silver-

Fig. 1. Sketch of the samples and the contact configurations [the left side of the sample sketch in
(A) is a cross-sectional cut]. The SrTiO3 substrates were 1 mm thick. Current-voltage and resistance-
temperature measurements were done with the configuration shown in (B); Hall measurements,
with the van der Pauw configuration of (C) using either the contact configuration shown in gold or
in silver. The charges listed in the lattice sketch represent the unrelaxed charge distribution.
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Fig. 2. Influence of LaAlO3 thickness on the electronic properties of the LaAlO3-SrTiO3 interfaces.
(A) Sheet conductance and (B) carrier density of the heterostructures plotted as a function of the
number of their LaAlO3 unit cells. The data shown in blue and red are those of samples grown at
770-C and 815-C, respectively. The data were taken at 300 K. The numbers next to the data points
indicate the number of samples with values that are indistinguishable in this plot.
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painted onto the LaAlO
3
(Fig. 1). Also for the gate

contacts on 3-uc-thick LaAlO
3
layers, the gate

resistances were very large (92 Megohm cm–2),

suggesting pinhole-poor (or even pinhole-free)

LaAlO
3
layers. Independent of which gate elec-

trode was used, pronounced field effects were ob-

served, as anticipated from the weak electrostatic

screening of the ultrathin q2-DEG. As illustrated

(Fig. 3A), by applying a positive gate voltage, we

induced electron gases with sheet conductances as

high as s
s
0 5 � 10j3 ohmj1 (4.2 K) at the

interfaces of the 3-uc samples (5 � 10j6 ohmj1

at 300 K). The gate field generated metal-insulator

transitions with conductance changes exceeding

seven orders of magnitude. Driven by the gate

voltage and not by thermal activation, this metal-

insulator transition is a quantum-phase transition.

The sign of the field effect is in accordance with the

formation of n-doped electron systems.

In samples with d 0 2 uc, the insulating phase

could be barely switched into the conducting one,

which shows that the LaAlO
3
layers with the

subcritical thickness d 0 3 uc still support the

formation of the q2-DEG induced by the electric

field. Also in samples with d Q 4 uc, which are

already conducting at V
G
0 0, the conductances

were modulated by V
G
. However, in these

samples a metal-insulator transition could not

be induced. According to Hall measurements, the

carrier densities of the field-induced q2-DEGs are

,3 � 1012 to 4 � 1012 cm–2 (Fig. 3); the

conductances, mobilities, and R
S
(T ) depen-

dencies of the field-induced q2-DEGs are remi-

niscent of the properties of the electron gases that

are present in samples with d Q d
c
.

The carriers in the DS channels have a high

mobility at low T. Although not incorporating a

spacer layer, these field effect devices are an

analog to HEMTs built from conventional semi-

conductors, because the channel carriers are doped

from the LaAlO
3
layers, which are spatially sepa-

rated from theDS channels (Fig. 3A, inset). These

heterostructures apply the concept of modulation

doping commonly used in semiconducting heter-

ostructures to oxides (15). Yet, there are differ-

ences between both systems: On the one hand, the

mobilities in the semiconducting interfaces are

three orders of magnitude larger than those in the

current oxide interfaces, and the carrier densities of

the q2-DEG in the oxides exceed those of their

semiconductor counterparts by orders of magni-

tude. Because of the proportionally larger fill

factors of the oxide q2-DEGs (u 0 nF
0
/B, where

F
0
is the magnetic flux quantum and B is the

applied magnetic flux density), quantum Hall

effect–induced resistance oscillations are expected

to occur at such oxide interfaces at very large field

strengths only. On the other hand, modulation

doping of oxides is by principle not restricted to

titanates and can be done using many compounds

with strongly correlated electron systems. Inter-

actions between the q2-DEG and the correlated

electron systems of the bulk may therefore create

electronic systems with unique properties.

The field effects shown by the samples are

enormous. Field-effect devices that use the SrTiO
3

surface as a DS channel have been fabricated

with fine characteristics (16–18), yet the on/off

ratios exceed those of these earlier devices by orders

of magnitude. There are several reasons: The q2-

DEG structures used are close to optimal to achieve

large electric-field effects, because the DS channels

consist of ultrathin, and therefore weakly screening,

electron gases in which a metal-insulator phase

transition is induced by the field. In addition, the

gate insulator SrTiO
3
has a very large electric per-

mittivity (19–21), which enhances the field re-

sponse. Furthermore, because there is no conducting

DS channel when the sample is insulating, the gate

field lines end at the drain and source contacts.Once

the gate voltage exceeds a threshold value, the DS

channel grows in a bootstrapping mode. This

nonlinear process is expected to contribute to the

abrupt change of resistance with gate field (Fig. 3).

At 300 K, the electric field–induced q2-DEG

was found to display unusual behavior, in par-

ticular in samples that over minutes or hours had

been subjected to a large V
G,b

(970 V). Varying

V
G,b

causes the conductance to react rapidly by

a small amount, followed by a larger but very

slow change. If the gate is switched, for instance,

from V
G,b

9 70 V to V
G,b

0 0 V, the samples

with d G d
c
retain for hours a high and only

slowly diminishing conductance. By application

Fig. 3. Transport charac-
teristics of the q2-DEG as
a function of applied gate
field. (A) Voltage-current
characteristics of a het-
erostructure with 3 uc of
LaAlO3, measured at 4.2 K
with various voltages ap-
plied to its back gate. The
sample shows a large field-
effect response with a con-
ductance change of seven
orders of magnitude. The
curve taken at VG,b 0 0 was
measured in a two-point
configuration, because the
resistance was too high to
produce a steady voltage between the two voltage contacts of the four-point
setup. Several curves display a curvature and an asymmetry, as we
observed frequently for high-resistance samples grown on SrTiO3 (26). It
is attributed to non-ideal and non-identical contacts and to the non-
ideal four-point configuration. (Inset) Illustration of the device con-
figuration. Controlled by the spatial dependence F(x) of the electron

potential, the q2-DEG is generated at the SrTiO3-LaAlO3 interface, form-
ing the DS channel. (B) Sheet resistance measured as a function of
temperature for two samples with d Q dc at VG 0 0 and for one sample
with d 0 3 uc G dc, in which the q2-DEG was induced by VG,b 0 100 V. The
DS current was 1 mA. (Inset) The carrier density of the latter sample (Hall
measurements).
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of a negative V
G,b

, we instantaneously switched

off this conductance (Fig. 4). The effect was

more pronounced in the samples grown at lower

temperature (770-C). Although this memory be-

havior is reminiscent of ferroelectric field-effect

devices (10, 22), the effect is not known for field-

effect devices that use dielectric gate insulators.

Within the available V
G
window (–2 V G

V
G,f

G 4 V) where V
G
also drops along the

channel, the memory effect was not found for

fields applied via theLaAlO
3
. Because nomecha-

nism is known that would yield a memory behav-

ior for an isolated q2-DEG, one has to conclude

that the SrTiO
3
plays a significant role. Indeed, it

has been proposed that charge excitations in SrTiO
3

can strongly influence the properties of the q2-

DEG (23). The long, temperature-dependent time

constants suggest that creation and motion of

defect states, such as oxygen defects, are control-

ling the dynamics of the effect. We propose that

the gate field and also the channel charge give rise

to a sheet of positively charged defects or trapping

states in the SrTiO
3
. In this model, the strong

electric field of the resulting q2-DEG–defect sheet

dipole layer stabilizes the q2-DEG as well as the

defect sheet, so that a nominally bistable con-

figuration is obtained. Indeed, being a quantum

paraelectric in which the phase transition to the

ferroelectric state is suppressed by quantum fluc-

tuations only, already undisturbed bulk SrTiO
3
is

almost ferroelectric (24, 25).

Operating at 300 K with a large on/off ratio,

these field effects are of potential interest for

device applications. Although it remains to be

clarified whether the device parameters, stability,

and integratibility will allow for implementation

in practical devices, these heterostructures prove

that the coupling of the q2-DEGs to gate fields

and to the electronic degrees of freedom of

neighboring, complex oxides opens new routes

for the design of devices in oxide electronics.
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